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IntroductIon
Mast cells (MCs) and dendritic cells (DCs) represent innate 
sentinel cells populating host-environment interfaces includ-
ing the skin to ensure host defense against invading patho-
gens or sterile damage. MCs are known as key mediators 
of type I allergic reactions, in the worst case culminating in 
life-threatening anaphylaxis (Galli and Tsai, 2012; Blank et al., 
2013). In the last decade, various important MC functions in 
innate and adaptive immunity have been reported (Galli et 
al., 2005; Abraham and St. John, 2010; St. John and Abraham, 
2013). For example, we have demonstrated that MCs criti-
cally promote neutrophil recruitment to sites of inflammation 
(Dudeck et al., 2011a; De Filippo et al., 2013; Weber et al., 
2015). Moreover, we found MCs to be essential for efficient 
T cell expansion in contact hypersensitivity (CHS) responses 
or Freund’s adjuvant-based vaccination, very likely because 

of the MC impact on DC migration and function (Dudeck 
et al., 2011a, 2015; Schubert et al., 2015). In CHS, contact 
allergens, so-called haptens, modify self-proteins and thereby 
render them immunogenic. DCs engulf haptenated proteins 
and migrate to skin-draining LNs to prime effector T cells 
that initiate a hapten-specific skin inflammation upon second 
hapten encounter (Kaplan et al., 2012; Martin, 2012, 2015). 
The primary effector cells of adaptive responses to dinitro-
fluorobenzene (DNFB) are IFN-γ–producing CD8+ T cells, 
whereas CD4+ T cells regulate the magnitude and duration 
of inflammation (Gocinski and Tigelaar, 1990; Gorbachev et 
al., 2001). The mechanisms underlying MC effects on DC 
activation and migration presumably include TNF and his-
tamine but are still poorly defined (Jawdat et al., 2006; Suto 
et al., 2006; Shelburne et al., 2009; Otsuka et al., 2011). Our 
previous observation that in vitro DC/MC interaction en-
hances DC maturation (Dudeck et al., 2011b) led us to hy-
pothesize that DCs may as well actively communicate with 
MCs in inflamed skin in vivo. However, so far an intercellular 
interaction between DCs and MCs has been reported only 
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in vitro (Dudeck et al., 2011b; Otsuka et al., 2011), and a 
possible reverse impact of DCs on MC functionality has not 
been described so far. In this study, we examined MC and DC 
dynamics during the progress of skin inflammation in vivo 
by means of longitudinal intravital multiphoton microscopy 
of MC/DC double reporter mice. We further performed a 
comparative automated computational image analysis of DC 
and MC features before and after hapten encounter from ran-
domly chosen images, enabling a robust quantitative evalu-
ation. We have previously shown that image-based systems 
biology approaches (Figge and Meyer-Hermann, 2011; Me-
dyukhina et al., 2015) are powerful tools to investigate dy-
namical, functional, and morphological aspects of complex 
biological systems—for example, applying intravital multi-
photon–based microscopy to characterize lymphocyte migra-
tion in LNs (Figge et al., 2008; Meyer-Hermann et al., 2009; 
Coelho et al., 2013; Mokhtari et al., 2013) and affinity mat-
uration of antibodies in germinal centers (Garin et al., 2010; 
Zhang et al., 2013). Here, we demonstrate that skin inflam-
mation initiates an intensive and long-lasting DC-to-MC in-
teraction that ultimately culminates in the functional transfer 
of DC-restricted proteins to MCs.

results
To study MC and DC co-occurrence and possible com-
munication under physiological and inflammatory condi-
tions in vivo, we generated DC/MC double reporter mice, 
hereafter referred to as DCGFP/MCRFP. We bred the DC 
reporter line CD11c-EGFP/DTR (Jung et al., 2002) with 
the MC-specific Mcpt5-Cre line (Scholten et al., 2008; 
Dudeck et al., 2011a) crossed to the excision reporter line 
R26_tdRFP (Luche et al., 2007). DC and MC dynamics 
were monitored longitudinally before and during contact al-
lergen–induced skin inflammation by means of noninvasive, 
intravital multiphoton microscopy.

High-throughput image quantification
To characterize DC and MC responses to contact sensitizers in 
an objective manner, we used an automated high-throughput 
quantification of static z-stacks of images and time-lapse se-
ries. We developed a three-step automated image analysis 
procedure (Fig. 1), which included preprocessing of images, 
image segmentation, and quantitative analysis. The purpose 
of the preprocessing step (Fig.  1 B) was to enhance image 
quality in order to facilitate cell detection. Segmentation of 
image data (Fig. 1 C) included a specific procedure for arti-
facts removal to get rid of nonspecific autofluorescence from 
hairs and corneocytes, which usually occur in RFP and GFP 
channels simultaneously (Fig. 1 D). Hence, to distinguish be-
tween cells and artifacts (Fig. S1) in addition to RFP and GFP 
intensities, we examined the size and shape of objects, as well 
as corresponding second harmonic generation (SHG) signal, 
which represents the collagen content and is usually high in 
skin, except for the regions of corneocytes and hair follicles. 
After artifacts removal, touching cells were separated using 

the three-dimensional (3D) seeded watershed transformation, 
which enabled further quantitative characterization of indi-
vidual MCs. The detection of individual MCs reached high 
sensitivity and precision values of 95% and 99%, respectively.

Phenotypic response of dermal dcs and Mcs to 
hapten-induced skin inflammation
In healthy ear skin, dermal DCs (dDCs) were heteroge-
neously distributed over time with varying motilities and 
velocities. Monitoring the inflammation-induced dDC be-
havior by longitudinal intravital imaging, we surprisingly 
observed that all dDCs were paralyzed within the first 2 h 
after DNFB application for at least 6 to 7 h. Thereafter, dDCs 
gradually regained on-site motility followed by an increased 
migratory activity exceeding nonstimulated conditions 
(Fig. 2 and Video 1). Because hapten-induced MC activation 
(Dudeck et al., 2011a) may lead to this DC migrational ar-
rest as a means of ensuring efficient antigen uptake and/or 
gene induction via prostaglandin D2 (PDG2) release that is 
known to elicit migratorial arrest of DCs, we tested whether 
hapten administration was followed by PDG2 release and if 
DC arrest was affected by blocking of PDG2 via injection 
of a DP-1 antagonist. However, neither were the PDG2 lev-
els altered upon hapten-induced MC activation nor did the 
DP-1 antagonist alter the extent or kinetic of DC migrational 
arrest (not depicted), indicating its independence of PDG2 
release. Based on the DC migrational behavior, we deter-
mined further imaging time frames at 10 ± 2 h and 26 ± 2 h 
after DNFB administration.

In contrast to dDCs, MCs were homogeneously dis-
tributed in the dermis with close proximity to blood vessels 
and hair follicles (Fig. 3). Within the first hours after DNFB 
administration, MCs responded with a profound contraction 
from an elongated and in some cases even spindle-like mor-
phology to a globular cell shape that remained for at least 48 h. 
The computational analysis proved a significant reduction in 
MC eccentricity at 10 ± 2 h and 26 ± 2 h after DNFB ad-
ministration as compared with the cell shapes before DNFB 
treatment, whereas the cell volume was not markedly altered 
(Fig. 3, B and C). Importantly, MCs remained completely sta-
tionary in the skin tissue without noteworthy MC migration 
in response to skin inflammation. Computational analysis of 
cell shape dynamics using time lapse series showed a decrease 
of changes in the MC shape over time at later time points of 
DNFB treatment, which even demonstrates a reduced MC in 
place motility (Fig. 3, D and E).

Inflammation-induced dynamic dc-to-Mc communication
Directly after remobilization, ∼8 h after DNFB, dDCs started 
to frequently contact the stationary MCs and initiated inten-
sive cell-to-cell interactions (Fig. 4, A and B; and Videos 2, 3, 
and 4). Applying automated image analysis of static intravi-
tal images, we detected dDC-to-MC interactions (sensitivity, 
90%; precision > 99%) and evaluated the fraction of inter-
acting MCs in each z-stack relative to the total MC number 
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Figure 1. Image analysis workflow. (A) Overview of image analysis. (B) Preprocessing workflow. (C) Segmentation workflow. (D) Using the collagen signal 
(second harmonic generation) for classification between autofluorescence artifacts and GFP+RFP+MCs. Red channel refers to MCs, green channel refers to 
DCs, blue channel shows blood vessels, and gray channel shows collagen. Bars: (A–C and D [right]) 20 µm; (D, left) 50 µm. See also Fig. S1.
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before DNFB, at 10 ± 2 h, and until 26 ± 2 h after DNFB ad-
ministration. Regions of interest (ROIs) were chosen blindly 
and randomly dispersed in the DCGFP/MCRFP mouse ear 
skin. We found the fraction of MCs interacting with dDCs to 
be significantly increased upon skin inflammation, in particu-
lar, at the early stage of inflammation after DC remobilization 
at 10 ± 2 h after DNFB (Fig. 4 C).

By means of intravital time lapse series and compu-
tational analysis of interaction parameters over time, we 
identified distinct qualities of dDC-to-MC cellular com-

munication at various stages of the inflammatory response. 
In steady-state, dDCs scouting the tissue with high velocity 
passed immobile MCs without pausing or establishing ad-
hesive contacts (Fig. 5 A and Videos 5 and 6). More resting 
dDCs appeared to be in passive contacts to closely posi-
tioned MCs but with limited active and dynamic cell over-
laps (Fig. 4 B). In the early time range of inflammation after 
dDC remobilization, at 8 to 12 h after DNFB challenge, mi-
grating dDCs intensively and dynamically scanned the sur-
face of stationary MCs (Fig. 5 B, and Videos 7 and 8). With 

Figure 2. dermal dc paralysis and remobilization in responses to dnFB. (A) Maximum intensity projection DCGFP/MCRFP mouse ear skin representing 
DCs (green), MCs (red), and blood vessels (blue) before and after DNFB administration at one time point of the corresponding 30-min time-lapse series 
(Video 1). Bars, 30 µm. (B and C) Kinetic overlay of the DC (B) and MC (C) channel at three consecutive time points (1, 15, and 30 min). Motile cells are colored 
and immobile cells are white. Bars, 30 µm. (D) Determination of observation time frames according to DC motility. For detailed analysis of MC motility in 
the determined time frames, see Fig. 3.
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Figure 3. dnFB-driven skin inflammation induced changes in Mcs shape and dynamics. (A) Intravital multiphoton imaging of MCRFP reporter mouse 
ear skin before and 24 h after DNFB administration, MIP. Bars, 50 µm. (B and C) Computed quantification of the MC size (B) and eccentricity (C) in randomly 
chosen ROI z-stacks of DCGFP/MCRFP mice before (n = 102 z-stacks, 8652 cells) and after DNFB (n = 30 z-stacks each, 1,951 and 2,211 cells). Histograms rep-
resent the normalized number of MCs with a certain size or eccentricity. (D and E) Dynamic change in MC shape over time of observation in time-lapse series 
of DCGFP/MCRFP mice ear skin before (n = 168 cell tracks) and after DNFB administration (n = 279 and 218 cell tracks). Histograms represent the normalized 
number of cell tracks with a certain shape change dynamic of MCs. ***, P < 0.001.
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ongoing inflammation (time range of 14 to 24 h after DNFB 
challenge), dDCs remained in close connection to their tar-
get MCs, forming extensive and long-lasting contact zones 
(Fig.  5, C and D; and Videos 9, 10, 11, and 12). Based on 
time-lapse series, two dynamic parameters of dDC-to-MC 
contacts were computed: the contact ratio representing the 
contact duration normalized to the total time of observa-
tion, and the change in DC/MC overlap over time (Fig. S2). 
Proving the formation of long-lasting and conformal inter-
action zones, the computed durations of dDC-to-MC con-
tacts have gradually increased with ongoing inflammation 
as compared with steady-state (Fig. 5 E). A high fraction of 
DC-to-MC pairs (25.5%) even displayed a contact ratio of 
1.0, representing a tight connection over the whole observa-
tion time (Fig. 5 E). Correspondingly, the dDC/MC overlap 

change over time was decreased toward the late inflamma-
tion phase of 26 ± 2 h after treatment.

dc-to-Mc protein transfer via physical contact zones
Surprisingly, we observed that the extensive physical inter-
actions between DCs and MCs ultimately culminated in 
the transfer of DC cytoplasmic material to MCs. Beginning 
∼18  h after DNFB administration, we monitored the oc-
currence of originally DC-restricted GFP inclusions within 
the cell body of RFP+ MCs (Fig. 6, A and B). Importantly, 
the GFP+RFP+ double-positive MCs were detected in all 
DCGFP/MCRFP animals after DNFB-induced skin inflam-
mation but never in nonstimulated conditions (Figs. 6 A 
and 7 A), DNFB-challenged MCRFP single reporter mice, 
or diphtheria toxin (DT)–treated and thereby DC-depleted  

Figure 4. dcs dynamically cross talk with Mcs upon skin inflammation. Intravital multiphoton imaging of DCGFP/MCRFP mouse ear skin before and 
after DNFB administration, 3D rendered z-stack. Bars, 40 µm. (A) Longitudinal and side-matched imaging. (B) Dashed line indicates a blood vessel and refers 
to Videos 2, 3, and 4. (C) Computed quantification of the fraction of MCs interacting with dDCs in randomly chosen z-stacks before (n = 102) and after DNFB 
administration (n = 30 each). Histograms represent the normalized number of z-stacks with a certain fraction of interacting MCs. **, P < 0.01.
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Figure 5. dc-to-Mc communication 
shifts from dynamic scanning to firm and 
long-lasting contacts in the progression of 
skin inflammation. (A–D) Sequences of intra-
vital time-lapse series (3D-rendered z-stack) of 
DC/MC pairs before and after DNFB adminis-
tration. Bars, 10 µm. Refers to Videos 5, 6, 7, 8, 
9, 10, 11, and 12. (E) Computed quantification 
of DC-to-MC contact duration normalized to 
observation time (contact ratio) and DC/MC 
overlap change over time before (n = 50 cell 
tracks) and after DNFB administration (n = 
89 [10 ± 2 h], n = 99 [26 ± 2 h]). Histograms 
represent the normalized number of cell tracks 
with a certain contact ratio or overlap change. 
*, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01.
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DCGFP/MCRFP mice (not depicted). Regions of GFP+RFP+ 
MCs were found in variable size and number per DN-
FB-treated ear skin area, most likely because of varying hap-
ten penetration depths and mouse susceptibility (that may 
depend on hair cycle, skin integrity, cutaneous scratches, 
and other unswayable parameters). In strongly responding 
mice, numerous MCs in large areas displayed a high extent 
of GFP inclusion with a further gradual increase until 48 h 
(Fig. 7, B and C). The measurement of the fluorescence emis-
sion spectra of various regions in GFP+RFP+ MCs in single 
z-planes revealed demarcated pure GFP inclusions within 
RFP-expressing MCs, indicating an intercellular protein 
transfer from dDCs to MCs (Fig. 6 C). Moreover, the sin-
gle z-plane time lapse series of a DC-to-MC communica-
tion depicted in Fig. 5 D and Video 13 proved the transfer 
of GFP+ vesicles from the adhered DC into the RFP+ MC 
via the DC-to-MC contact zone. In the time range of 48 h 
to 5 d after DNFB administration, the GFP emission faded 
within the RFP+MCs (although the RFP emission did not), 
suggesting the degradation of GFP+ inclusions (Figs. 6 A 
and 7 D). The automated image analysis of randomly cho-
sen ROIs enabled objective evaluation of GFP+ inclusion in 
MCs by computing the median ratio of GFP to RFP signals 
of each MC. Based on this parameter, the double-positive 
(GFP+RFP+) MCs were automatically detected (sensitivity, 
82%; precision, 90%), and the fraction of GFP-bearing MCs 
was computed in each z-stack as the number of GFP+RFP+ 
MCs normalized by the total RFP+ MC number. This frac-
tion, although diversely sized as explained above, proved to be 
significantly higher after DNFB challenge as compared with 
steady-state (Fig. 6 E). When calculating inside responding le-
sions, we detected even up to 40% of MCs, on average, bearing 
DC-derived GFP inclusions in addition to RFP (Fig. 6 F).

Mcs acquire MHc class II (MHc II) complexes 
and antigen-presenting competences 
via dc-to-Mc communication
To evaluate whether the DC-to-MC protein transfer includes 
DC-derived complexes, we generated haplotype mismatch 
bone marrow (BM) chimera mice, hereafter referred to as 
SJL/JB6. In brief, irradiated SJL/J recipient mice carrying the 
MHC II haplotype H2s and the congenic leukocyte marker 
CD45.1 were adoptively transferred with BM of C57BL/6 
donor mice expressing the MHC II H2b haplotype and 
CD45.2 (Lyon and Searle, 1989; Fig.  8 A and Fig. S3; de-
tailed in Materials and methods). In SJL/JB6 mice, the radio-
sensitive recipient DCs (CD45.1+) were replaced by >90% by 
C57BL/6 donor DCs representing H2b MHC II and CD45.2 
expression (Fig. 8 B). In contrast, >96% of dermal MCs were 
resistant to irradiation and remained of recipient CD45.1+ 
genotype, even under inflammatory conditions (Fig.  8  C). 
In non-transferred SJL mice, MCs exclusively expressed the 
congenic marker CD45.1 and showed no binding of anti-
bodies directed against the C57BL/6-restricted congenic 
marker CD45.2 or H2b haplotype MHC II proteins (Fig. 8 D; 

gating for assessment of CD45.2 and H2b expression). After 
BM transfer and DNFB-induced skin inflammation, >20% 
of gated CD45.1+ recipient MCs additionally expressed 
CD45.2 and MHC II proteins of the H2b haplotype, proving 
the transfer of these proteins from donor DCs to recipient 
MCs (Fig. 8, E and F).

We next questioned whether dDC-donated H2b MHC II 
complexes are transferred to the MC surface in a functionally 
active form. Consequently, DCs would equip the target MCs 
with the capacity to prime allogeneic SJL/J T cells because of 
T cell receptor recognition of the nonself H2b MHC II. SJL/
JB6 chimeras were generated as described, and DC-to-MC 
communication was initiated by DNFB-triggered skin in-
flammation. 24 h after DNFB administration, CD45.2+H2b+ 
donor DCs and CD45.1+ recipient MCs were FACS-sorted 
from inflamed ear skin and co-cultured with CFSE-labeled 
SJL/J T cells (Fig. 9 A). The induction of SJL/J T cell pro-
liferation by equal numbers of SJL/JB6 skin DCs and MCs 
was assessed by means of CFSE dilution in comparison to 
syngeneic (haplotype matched) SJL/J skin DCs and MCs 
as negative control and allogeneic (haplotype mismatched) 
C57BL/6 DCs as positive control. SJL/JB6 skin DCs induced a 
pronounced SJL/J CD4+ T cell proliferation, which was only 
slightly reduced as compared with C57BL/6 DCs (Fig. 9 B). 
Most interestingly, 100% pure CD45.1+ recipient MCs sorted 
from inflamed ear skin of SJL/JB6 chimeras initiated a SJL/J 
CD4+ T cell proliferation (31.8 ± 8.5% of total CD4+ T cells) 
that was even significantly higher than proliferation evoked 
by sample-matched skin DCs activated in vivo under the 
same conditions (Fig. 9 C and Fig. S4). Importantly, we de-
termined a linear correlation between the degree of CD4+ T 
cell proliferation and the extent of MCs bearing H2b MHC II 
surface molecules with a Pearson’s correlation coefficient of 
0.9 (Fig. 9 D). We further quantified the allogeneic effector T 
cell cytokine response promoted by the H2b MHC II -loaded 
MCs in co-culture supernatants in comparison to T cell–DC 
co-cultures. The SJL/J CD4+ T cell proliferation induced by 
allogeneic stimulation with MCs sorted from SJL/JB6 chimera 
inflamed ear skin was associated with a significant release of 
IFN-γ, IL-6, TNF, and IL-12p70 as compared with SJL/J T 
cell co-cultures with MCs from SJL/J (nonchimeric) mice 
(Fig. 9 E). Surprisingly, the level of TNF and IL-6 production 
elicited upon SJL/J T cell co-culture with SJL/JB6 chimera 
MCs was dramatically potentiated as compared with the levels 
of SJL/J T cell co-culture with SJL/JB6 chimera skin DCs and 
B6 spleen DCs. In contrast, production of IL-4 and IL-5 was 
not initiated by SJL/J T cell co-culture with SJL/JB6 chimera 
MCs and thereby was significantly lower than IL-4 and IL-5 
levels of co-culture supernatants of SJL/J T cells with SJL/
JB6 chimera skin DCs (Fig.  9  E). Collectively, we demon-
strated by means of haplotype mismatch BM chimeras that 
inflammation-induced DC-to-MC communication equips 
MCs with DC-donated H2b haplotype MHC II complexes 
and antigen-presentation competences resulting in allogeneic 
T cell priming with a distinct cytokine signature.
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dc-to-Mc communication contributes to t cell–driven 
adaptive skin inflammation
Next, we investigated whether DC-to-MC communica-
tion contributes to T cell–driven skin inflammation. We 
used CD11c-Cre mice bred to the iDTR line (Buch et al., 
2005), in which a simian DT receptor is expressed selectively 
in Cre recombinase-expressing cells deleting a loxP-flanked 
stop element. Because WT mouse cells are resistant to DT, 
only DCs were expected to be sensitive to DT-induced cell 
death in CD11c-Cre+ iDTR+ offspring. Indeed, we proved 
that intradermal (i.d.) injection of DT into the ear resulted in 

efficient DC depletion in CD11c-Cre+ iDTR already at 4 h 
and lasting for at least 48 h after DT treatment (Fig. 10 C), 
whereas DC numbers in DT-treated Cre− controls and MC 
numbers in DT-treated CD11c-Cre+ mice and Cre− controls 
were not affected (Fig.  10, C and D). CD11c-Cre iDTR 
mice were first sensitized with DNFB on the ear to induce 
innate skin inflammation and subsequently treated with 
DT as follows: (1) CD11c-Cre− iDTR, DT-treated at 48 h 
after DNFB, representing full DC-to-MC communication 
and DC presence; (2) CD11c-Cre+ iDTR, DT-treated 48 h 
after DNFB (after DC-to-MC communication) to assess the 

Figure 6. dc-to-Mc interactions culminate in dc protein transfer to Mcs. Intravital imaging of DCGFP/MCRFP mouse ear skin (A) before and after 
DNFB, MIP. Bars, 50 µm. (B) MIP, 24 h after DNFB. Bar, 20 µm. (C) Fluorescence emission spectra of two separate intracellular regions in a single image 
z-plane of a GFP+RFP+MC. Bar, 5 µm. (D) Single z-plane imaging of GFP vesicle transfer (white arrowheads) from GFP+DC into RFP+MC 24 h after DNFB. Bars, 
5 µm. Refers to Video 13. (E) Random analysis of GFP+RFP+ MCs before (n = 102) and after DNFB (n = 30, each). (F) Quantification of GFP+RFP+MCs at 24 h 
after DNFB focused on responsive lesions (n = 16). **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001.
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contribution of DC-instructed MCs in absence of DCs; and 
(3) CD11c-Cre+iDTR, DT-treated at 4 h after DNFB and 
thereby impeding DC-to-MC communication (Fig.  10 A). 
Effector T cell–driven skin inflammation was induced by 
an adoptive transfer of equal numbers of LN T cells pooled 
from DNFB-sensitized WT mice into the DNFB-sensitized 
ear skin of CD11c-Cre iDTR recipient groups 72  h after 
DNFB to exclude DC depletion effects on recipient T cell 

priming and homing, and quantified as ear swelling. We 
found that the adoptive transfer of DNFB-primed T cells into  
DNFB-sensitized recipient ear skin caused a massive adaptive 
response in CD11c-Cre− mice (group 1) in the time range of 
24 to 96 h after injection (Fig. 10 B). The adaptive ear swell-
ing response was only moderately reduced in CD11C-Cre+ 
iDTR mice, where DCs were depleted after DC-to-MC com-
munication (group 2) when compared with DC-proficient 
CD11c-Cre− mice (group 1). Importantly, compared with 
DC-proficient mice (group 1) but also to DC-depleted mice 
(group 2), the skin inflammation was dramatically and sig-
nificantly impaired in recipient mice of group 3, where DCs 
were depleted before DC-to-MC communication, implying 
the absence of DC-instructed MCs (Fig. 10 B). These find-
ings indicate a critical contribution of DC-to-MC commu-
nication in vivo as reflected by the quantitative impact on the 
subsequent T cell–driven skin inflammation.

substantial role for Mc endogenous and acquired MHc II 
complexes in the pathology of cHs
We further questioned the relevance of MC MHC II complexes 
and antigen-presenting capacity in the pathology of CHS. To 
this end, we used MC-deficient Mcpt5-Cre+ RDTA+/+ mice, 
in which connective tissue–type MCs (CTMCs) are constitu-
tively depleted because of an intrinsic expression of DT (Voeh-
ringer et al., 2008; Peschke et al., 2014, 2015), and reconstituted 
one ear with ex vivo enriched CTMCs from WT mice and 
one ear with CTMCs lacking MHC II from MHC II−/− mice 
(Fig. 10 E; Madsen et al., 1999). CHS was performed 4 wk after 
reconstitution, and the adaptive T cell–driven CHS response 
was assessed by ear swelling and skin cytokine analysis. Impor-
tantly, we found that the ear swelling response was markedly 
diminished in the absence of MC-specific MHC II expression 
at 24 h (not depicted) and 48 h (Fig. 10 F) after hapten ad-
ministration, demonstrating the functional relevance of MC 
antigen presentation to disease severity of CHS. To addition-
ally discriminate the relevance of endogenous MC-MHC II 
vs. MHC II acquired by MCs via the interaction with DCs, 
we crossed the Mcpt5-Cre RDTA line to the CD11c-eGFP/
DTR line, allowing depletion of conventional CD11c+ DCs by 
i.d. injection of DT. MC-deficient Mcpt5-Cre+ R-DTA+/+ × 
CD11c-eGFP/DTR mice were reconstituted in one ear with 
CTMCs from WT and in the contralateral ear with CTMCs 
from MHC II−/− mice. Mice were sensitized and challenged as 
described in the Material and methods section, but DCs were 
depleted by i.d. DT injection either 4 h after challenge to im-
pede DC-to-MC interaction or 48 h after challenge to allow 
previous MHC II acquisition of MCs from DCs. Most impor-
tantly, we found that the ear swelling response of MC-deficient 
mice reconstituted with MHC II−/− MCs at 24 h (not depicted) 
and 48 h (Fig. 10 F) after challenge (Fig. 10) was further re-
duced by impeding DC-to-MC interaction and acquisition of 
DC-restricted MHC II by MCs. Moreover, the tissues levels 
of IL-2 and IL-18 were significantly reduced in mice lacking 
MC-MHC II and in mice with impeded DC-to-MC inter-

Figure 7. skin inflammation-induced dc-GFP transfer to Mcs is fol-
lowed by complete degradation of GFP inclusions on site. (A–D) Longi-
tudinal and side-matched intravital imaging of DCGFP/MCRFP mouse ear skin 
before and after DNFB administration. Bars, 100 µm. MCs are shown in red, 
DCs in green, and blood vessels in blue.
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action caused by prior DC depletion (Fig. 10 G), suggesting 
that MC antigen presentation may promote T cell survival at 
the site of inflammation.

dIscussIon
The close proximity of DCs and MCs in peripheral tissues 
at environmental interfaces allows for a response of DCs to 

soluble MC mediators as well as for the formation of cell–
cell contacts. We and others demonstrated in vitro that direct 
contacts to MCs enhance DC maturation and subsequent T 
cell stimulation (Kitawaki et al., 2006; Dudeck et al., 2011b; 
Otsuka et al., 2011; Carroll-Portillo et al., 2012). Recently, 
Joulia et al. showed FcR-triggered MC contacts to IgE- or 
IgG-bearing B cells resulting in a vectorial exposure of gran-

Figure 8. Mcs incorporate donor dc-derived H2b MHc II protein complexes. (A) SJL/JB6 BM chimera were generated by BM transplantation from 
C57BL/6 donor mice (CD45.2+ H2b MHC II) to SJL/J recipients (CD45.1+ H2s MHC II). (B) CD45.2+ expression on skin DCs from SJL/J mice (n = 6) and SJL/JB6 BM 
chimera 24 h after DNFB (n = 8) was assessed by flow cytometry. (C) CD45.1+ expression on skin MCs from SJL/J mice (n = 6) and SJL/JB6 BM chimera 24 h 
after DNFB (n = 8). (D–F) Surface CD45.2 and intracellular H2b MHC II expression by CD45.1+ recipient ear skin MCs (c-kit+FcεRI+) of SJL/J mice (D) and SJL/
JB6 BM chimera (E) 24 h after DNFB was measured by flow cytometry and quantified as box plot (F). ***, P < 0.001.
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Figure 9. dc-instructed Mcs efficiently induce ex vivo allogeneic t cell priming. (A) SJL/JB6 chimera were generated by lethal irradiation of SJL/J recipient 
mice and transfer of BM cells from C57/BL6 donor mice. DC-to-MC communication was induced by DNFB administration onto ear skin of SJL/JB6 chimera mice or 
control SJL/J mice, and DCs and MCs were sorted from ear skin 24 h after DNFB. CFSE-labeled SJL/J T cells were cocultured with DCs (CD45.2+CD11c+H2b+) and MCs 
(CD45.1+c-kit+FcεRI+) sorted from ear skin of SJL/JB6 chimera mice (n = 9) or SJL/J control mice (n = 6) 24 h after DNFB, or C57BL/6 spleen DCs (n = 6) as positive control. 
(B and C) T cell proliferation was assessed as CFSE dilution (B) and quantified as proliferated T cell fraction from total T cells and as mean fluorescence intensity (MFI; C). 
(D) The proliferated T cell fraction was plotted versus the H2b-expressing MC fraction to assess parameter correlation. (E) Cytokines released upon SJL/J T cell co-culture 
with DCs and MCs were quantified in the co-culture supernatant by bead-based multiplex assay. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001.
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ules, which the authors termed antibody-dependent degranu-
latory synapse (ADSS; Joulia et al., 2015; Valitutti et al., 2017). 
Such a synapse formation between MCs and DCs may allow 
for the delivery of more concentrated doses of soluble me-
diators. Indeed, Carroll-Portillo demonstrated that activation 
of MCs through FcεRI cross-linking triggers the formation 
of stable cell–cell interactions with immature DCs in vitro, 
which they called synapses (Carroll-Portillo et al., 2015). Im-
portantly, this synapse formation facilitates the transfer of in-
ternalized MC-specific antigen from MCs to DCs, which is 
ultimately processed and presented by DCs and can activate 
T cells. MC-DC interactions in peripheral tissues such as the 
skin have been speculated based on the observation of static 
contacts in tissue sections (Carroll-Portillo et al., 2015). How-
ever, a dynamic or even directed cell-to-cell cross talk has so 
far never been proven in vivo. Moreover, the effect of such 

cell-to-cell contacts on MCs has never been addressed. In this 
study, we show for the first time a highly dynamic communi-
cation between dermal DCs and MCs in vivo and in real-time 
that is specifically evoked by skin inflammation. Combining 
intense longitudinal multiphoton imaging and quantitative 
image analyses of a high number of randomly chosen ROIs, 
we prove the cross talk to be significantly elevated upon in-
flammation instead of being by-chance interactions caused 
by the close proximity within the complex tissue. Impor-
tantly, once initiated, the DC-to-MC communication shows 
a constant development during the time course of immune 
response. On one hand, the number of DC/MC interactions 
increases with ongoing inflammation. On the other hand, 
this innate-to-innate immune communication progresses in 
quality from dynamic scanning of the MC surface by DCs 
to the establishment of extensive and long-lasting MC/DC 

Figure 10. dc-to-Mc communication critically contributes to hapten-specific t cell–induced skin inflammation. (A) Skin inflammation was 
induced by i.d. injection of T cells from DNFB-sensitized WT donor mice into DNFB-treated ear skin of recipient mice as follows: group G1: CD11c-Cre− iDTR 
control mice treated with DT 48 h after DNFB; group G2: CD11c-Cre+ iDTR mice treated with DT 48 h after DNFB; and group G3: CD11c-Cre+ iDTR mice 
treated with DT at 4 h and 48 h after DNFB. (B) T cell–induced ear swelling was measured at the indicated time points. Data are represented as mean ± SD. 
*, P < 0.005 related to group 1; ‡, P < 0.05 related to group 2; #, P < 0.005 related to group 2; n = 8/group. (C and D) CD11c+MHC IIhi DC numbers (C) and 
CD117+FcεRI+ MC numbers (D) were quantified 24 h after last DT injection by flow cytometry in comparison to not DT-treated Cre− controls. ***, P < 0.001; 
n = 5/group. (E) MC-deficient Mcpt5-Cre+ R-DTA+ mice and Mcpt5-Cre+ R-DTA+ × CD11c-eGFP/DTR mice were reconstituted with WT CTMCs in one ear and 
MHC II−/− CTMCs in the contralateral ear (n = 7/group). 4 wk after reconstitution, recipient mice were sensitized and challenged with DNFB. In Mcpt5-Cre+ 
R-DTA+ × CD11c-eGFP/DTR mice, DCs were locally depleted by i.d. injection of DT into the ear pinnae 4 h after DNFB. (F and G) Ear swelling was measured 
24 h and 48 h after DNFB (F), and cytokines were quantified in protein extracts of challenged ear skin 48 h after DNFB (G) using a bead-based multiplex 
assay. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001.
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contacts indicating innate-to-innate immune synapse-like 
contacts. Surprisingly, these synapse-like firm contacts ulti-
mately culminate in a protein transfer from dermal DCs to 
the tissue resident MCs that includes MHC II molecules. 
Given the transfer of the cell surface molecules MHC II and 
CD45, MCs may extract membrane patches from the DCs 
through the innate-to-innate synapse-like contacts in a trogo-
cytosis mechanism. The phenomenon of trogocytosis termed 
by Hudrisier and colleagues describes a dynamic transfer of 
membrane patches within minutes after conjugate forma-
tion between two cells that might reflect an arrangement of 
leukocytes to deliver defense competences against pathogens 
(Huang et al., 1999; Hudrisier et al., 2001; Stinchcombe et al., 
2001; Joly and Hudrisier, 2003). However, the observation of 
vesicle-like structures appearing within the MCs via the syn-
apse-like contacts to DCs may also suggest an endocytosis-like 
mechanism or tunneling nanotubes (Watkins and Salter, 2005; 
Gerdes and Carvalho, 2008). Further detailed analysis of the 
DC-to-MC synapses and resulting protein exchange is re-
quired to discriminate the underlying mechanism. Whatever 
the mechanism might be, “cross-dressing,” meaning the inter-
cellular transfer of MHC molecules, has been described not 
only between APCs and T cells but also between other cell 
types including APCs–APCs, tumor cells–APCs, and epithe-
lial cells–APCs (Campana et al., 2015). Importantly, Dolan et 
al. demonstrated that upon transfer, DCs acquire fully func-
tional MHC–peptide complexes, enabling the “cross-dressed” 
DCs to present the acquired peptide (Dolan et al., 2006a,b).

Despite MCs and dermal DCs both being skin resi-
dent innate cells, they undertake distinct defense responsi-
bilities. DCs link innate to adaptive immunity by migrating 
from infected or damaged peripheral tissues to draining LNs, 
where they present peripherally engulfed antigens to prime 
antigen-specific naive T cells to effector T cells. However, 
the adaptive immunity-priming task of DCs in draining LNs 
necessarily implies their absence in the periphery during 
encounter of the corresponding antigen-specific effector T 
cells. MCs concurrently promote DC functions upon tis-
sue inflammation but remain in the periphery. Given the 
DC-to-MC synapse-like contact formation and DC pro-
tein transfer to MCs before leaving the skin, we speculated 
that MCs shall be equipped by DCs to maintain the line of 
defense during the DC underrepresentation in the affected 
tissue. Consequently, cross-dressing of MCs by DCs with 
MHC–peptide complexes might transfer the competence of 
effector T cell restimulation. The polygenic and polymorphic 
nature of the MHC gene locus ensures the diversity of an-
tigen presentation. However, it also results in structural dif-
ferences of MHC proteins between different mouse strains 
that can be detected by haplotype specific antibodies. Using 
a haplotype mismatch BM transfer, we could indeed prove 
the transfer of donor DC-derived H2b haplotype MHC II 
complexes to the radioresistant MCs before DC migration 
to draining LNs. Given the extremely long kinetic stability 
of MHC II–peptide complexes with half-life times of up to 

150 h (Lazarski et al., 2005), the transfer would allow for the 
compensation of DC functions by remaining MCs. T cell 
acquisition of MHC molecules and bystander ligands from 
B cells and epithelial cells has been previously demonstrated 
in vivo by similar approaches of BM chimeras or adoptive T 
cell transfer experiments (Hudson et al., 1974; Hudson and 
Sprent, 1976; Sharrow et al., 1981). Here, we for the first time 
identify MCs as tissue resident innate myeloid target cells for 
physical DC communication to be equipped with DC do-
nated MHC–peptide complexes. Importantly, we prove the 
H2b haplotype MHC II complexes to be transferred from DCs 
to MCs in a fully functional manner “upgrading” MCs with 
the capacity to prime allogeneic SJL/J T cells. Moreover, the 
priming capacity of MCs closely correlates to the extent of 
transferred H2b MHC II complexes. Given the fact that only 
a fraction of MCs, ∼30%, were equipped with DC-derived 
surface H2b MHC II, skin MCs emerge as being more effi-
cient in priming CD4+ T cells ex vivo than H2b skin DCs. 
Future work will be needed to clarify whether this effect may 
be attributed to the immature state of nonlymphoid tissue–
residing DCs that are known to gain full maturation while 
migrating to draining LNs (Lanzavecchia and Sallusto, 2001). 
Otherwise, MCs may carry an optimal intrinsic potential to 
serve as efficient APCs for the restimulation of effector T cells 
homing to peripheral tissue as soon as equipped with MHC II– 
peptide complexes by DCs. In the last decade, it has been 
suggested that MCs might serve as APCs for T cells. However, 
recent studies demonstrated that MCs express MHC II upon 
stimulation with IFN-γ and can serve as resident APCs sup-
porting restimulation of preactivated effector CD4+ T cells in 
inflamed tissues (Gaudenzio et al., 2009, 2013; Kambayashi 
et al., 2009). Moreover, Gaudenzio et al. (2013) reported 
that IFN-γ–primed MCs drive generation of Th22 cells in 
a TNF- and IL-6–dependent mechanism. Importantly, we 
herein found that allogeneic T cell priming by skin MCs of 
haplotype mismatch chimeras was associated with a dramatic 
production of TNF and IL-6 by either MCs or activated T 
cells in addition to IFN-γ and IL-12 levels that were com-
parable to DC/T cell co-cultures. Confirming the study of 
Gaudenzio et al. (2013), our findings consequently indicate 
that MCs equipped with priming capacity by DCs evoke a 
MC-specific cytokine signature that drives effector T cell re-
sponses toward a Th17 and Th22 polarization. The “upgrad-
ing” of MCs with DC features strongly suggests a distinctive 
contribution of tissue resident MCs in initiating, maintaining, 
or amplifying adaptive responses of effector T cells homing to 
the inflamed skin. In line with the “second touch hypothesis” 
(Ley, 2014), DCs could be mainly responsible for T cell prim-
ing in LNs, whereas MCs might play a key role in driving the 
end-differentiation and polarization of “antigen-experienced” 
T cells in the inflamed nonlymphoid tissue where the antigen 
resides. Most importantly, we herein prove that in addition 
to cross-dressing of MCs with MHC II–peptide complexes 
acquired by DCs, MC expression of endogenous MHC II 
also critically contributes to the severity of T cell responses 
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during the CHS elicitation phase and may make an even 
greater contribution to cytokine expression at the sites of 
inflammation. However, the fact that impeding DC-to-MC 
exchange by previous DC depletion further decreases CHS 
severity or effector T cell–driven skin inflammation impli-
cates the functional relevance of acquired MHC II complexes 
of MCs from DCs. In turn, MCs alone can efficiently re-
stimulate preactivated donor T cells in the absence of DCs 
when DC-to-MC interaction occurred before. Importantly, 
proving the MHC II transfer by means of haplotype mismatch 
does not exclude simultaneous transfer of MHCI or further 
molecule complexes crucial for antigen presentation or ef-
fector T cell restimulation. Several studies have demonstrated 
that the hapten-specific T cell–driven adaptive immune re-
sponse during CHS comprises both MHCI-restricted CD8+ 
T cells and MHC II-restricted CD4+ T cells, but their respec-
tive contribution is still not fully understood. Cytoxicity as 
well as IL-17 and IFN-γ production by CD8+ T cells appear 
to be the most relevant effector mechanisms causing tissue 
damage (Bour et al., 1995; Kehren et al., 1999; He et al., 2006; 
Kish et al., 2009; Zhao et al., 2009) In contrast, CD4+ T cells 
might play a multifunctional role because they support CD8+ 
T cell immigration but also provide both effector and regu-
latory mechanisms (Bour et al., 1995; Fyhrquist et al., 2012). 
Importantly, recent studies provide novel insights into distinct 
functions of Th17 cells and Th9 cells in CHS or atopic con-
tact dermatitis that seem to range from proinflammatory to 
regulatory aspects (Peiser, 2013; Liu et al., 2014; Simon et 
al., 2014; Martin, 2015). Moreover, MCs have been suggested 
to execute either a proinflammatory or a protective role de-
pending on the severity of the DNFB-induced CHS reaction 
(Reber et al., 2017). Of note, an immunosuppressive function 
of MCs may be in context with the herein observed function 
as tissue-resident APCs by limiting effector T cell activation 
during restimulation in the tissue or by stimulating regulatory 
T cells as a result of the release of IL-10, the extent of which 
may be regulated dependent on the severity of inflammation.

In summary, we have identified in vivo the targeted and 
highly dynamic communication between DCs and MCs initi-
ated by inflammatory conditions. Quantification of the physi-
cal DC/MC interaction reveals a progression to the formation 
of extensive and long-lasting innate-to-innate synapse-like 
contacts culminating in DC-to-MC protein transfer including 
MHC II complexes. The cross-dressing of residual MCs with 
DC MHC II facilitates T cell–driven skin inflammation and 
may ensure the host defense and skin barrier integrity with 
all functionalities during DC migration to skin-draining LNs.

MaterIals and MetHods
Mice
Mcpt5-Cre mice crossed to the R26-tdRFP, R-DTA or 
CD11c-DTR/eGFP line, and CD11c-Cre mice crossed to 
the iDTR line, were bred and housed at the Experimental 
Centre at the Technische Universität Dresden, Medical Fac-
ulty Carl-Gustav Carus, under specific pathogen-free condi-

tions. CD11c-DTR/eGFP and CD11c-Cre mice for breeding 
were purchased from Jackson Laboratories. Mcpt5-Cre mice 
were provided by A. Roers (Technische Universität, Dresden, 
Germany), R26-tdRFP by H.J. Fehling (Ulm University, 
Ulm, Germany), iDTR by A. Waisman (Johannes-Guten-
berg University, Mainz, Germany), R-DTA by D. Voehringer 
(University Clinic, Erlangen, Germany), and MHC II−/− mice 
(B6.129S2-H2dlAb1-Ea/J) by B. Schröder (Christian-Albrechts 
University, Kiel, Germany). CD45.2+ C57BL/6 and CD45.1+ 
SJL/J mice were purchased from Janvier and Charles River, 
respectively. All mice were of C57BL/6 background. In all 
experiments, mice were used at the age of 8 to 16 wk. All 
procedures were in accordance with institutional guidelines 
on animal welfare and were approved by the Landesdirektion 
Dresden (24-9168.11-1/2012-38).

chemicals and reagents
DNFB (1-fluoro-2,4-dinitrobenzene) and hyaluronidase 
were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. Liberase TM and DNase 
I were purchased from Roche. DT was obtained from Enzo 
Life Sciences. Recombinant murine IL-3 and recombinant 
rat SCF were obtained from Peprotech. The following mAbs 
directed against mouse antigens were obtained from eBio-
sciences: CD117 (clone 2B8), FcεRIα (MAR-1), CD45 
(30-F11), CD11c (N418), F4/80 (BM8), MHC II I-A/I-E 
(M5/114.15.2), MHC II I-Ab (AF6-120.1), CD45.1 (A20), 
CD45.2 (104), CD3 (eBio500A2), and CD4 (GK1.5). CFSE 
was obtained from Molecular Probes (Life Technologies).

cHs
Mice were sensitized with 100 µl 0.5% DNFB in acetone/oil 
(4:1) on the shaved back skin and challenged 6 d later with 
20 µl 0.2% DNFB on the ear (10 µl/ear side). For imaging 
analysis, 20 µl 0.2% DNFB in acetone/olive oil (4:1) was epi-
cutaneously applied on one side of the ear. Vehicle control 
mice were treated with the solvent only.

Flow cytometry analysis of skin cells
For preparation of skin cell suspensions, samples of ear skin 
were cut into small pieces and digested in 1 ml DMEM con-
taining 20 mM Hepes, 0.025 mg/ml Liberase TM, 396 U/ml 
DNase I, and 0.5 mg/ml hyaluronidase at 37°C, 1400 rpm for 
1 h. Samples were passed through a 40-µm sieve and the cell 
suspension was washed twice with PBS. For flow cytometry 
analysis, cells were resuspended in PBS/2% BSA and stained 
with mAbs for 30 min at 4°C. Cell suspensions were washed 
twice and resuspended in 200 µl PBS/2% BSA. Analysis was 
done using the Miltenyi MacsQuant flow cytometer with 
MacsQuant or FlowJo Analysis Software.

Mc reconstitution of Mc-deficient mice
Peritoneal MCs reflecting CTMCs were obtained from either 
C57BL/6 WT mice or MHC II−/− mice (B6.129S2-H2dlAb1-Ea/J) 
as previously described (Dudeck et al., 2011b). In brief, cells 
from peritoneal lavage of respective donor mice were cul-
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tured in RPMI with 10% FCS, 1% penicillin/streptomycin, 
10 ng/ml IL-3, and 30 ng/ml SCF. After 48 h, nonadherent 
cells were carefully removed and replaced by fresh culture 
medium to enhance the purity of resulting MCs. After 8 d 
of culture, these peritoneal cultured MCs (PCMCs) were 
enriched using mouse CD117 microbeads (Miltenyi) and 
cultured for further 48 h to avoid MC activation. MC-defi-
cient Mcpt5-Cre+ R-DTA+ mice and Mcpt5-Cre+ R-DTA+ 
× CD11c-eGFP/DTR were reconstituted by i.d. injection 
with 1.25 × 106 PCMCs from C57BL/6 WT mice into one 
ear and the same number of PCMCs from MHC II−/− mice 
into the contralateral ear.

dc depletion
Dermal DCs were locally depleted in ear skin of CD11c-Cre 
iDTR mice or Mcpt5-Cre R-DTA x CD11c-eGFP/DTR 
mice by i.d. injection of DT (100 ng/20 µl/ear) into the ear 
pinnae at 48 h after DNFB administration onto the ear skin 
or at 4 h and 48 h after DNFB.

Haplotype mismatch BM transfer
Genetically engineered inbred mouse strains commonly used 
in biomedical research differ in their inherited haploid geno-
type (also referred to as haplotype). 6-wk-old SJL/J recipient 
mice (CD45.1+ MHC II haplotype H2s) were lethally irradi-
ated (whole body irradiation, 9 Gy; x-ray source, MaxiShot, 
Yxlon) before retro-orbital i.v. injection of 20 × 106 whole 
BM cells isolated from age- and sex-matched C57BL/6 donor 
mice (CD45.2+ MHC II haplotype H2b). After BM transplan-
tation, mice were given neomycin-containing drinking water 
for 3 wk. To determine the chimerism of recipient mice, a 
50-µl blood sample was isolated 2 wk after transplantation, 
and surface expression of CD45.1/CD45.2 on blood leuko-
cytes was determined using flow cytometry (Fig. S3 A). An 
additional week later, the DC-to-MC communication was 
initiated in SJL/JB6 mice by DNFB administration, and the 
expression of C57BL/B6 donor cell–restricted H2b MHC II 
on MCs and DCs was analyzed by flow cytometry 24 h after 
DNFB administration in comparison to SJL/J mice without 
BM transplantation. The H2b MHC II expression analysis was 
performed using the specific mAb clone AF6-120.1 reported 
to bind to C57BL/6-restricted H2b MHC II but to not 
cross-react with SJL/J H2s MHC II. Analysis of skin DCs from 
C57BL/6 and SJL/J control mice with the AF6-120.1 mAb 
demonstrated, as expected, that C57BL/6-restricted H2b 
MHC II was labeled but not SJL/J H2s MHC II (Fig. S3 B).

allogeneic t cell stimulation
DCs (CD45.2+CD11c+H2b+ in SJL/JB6; CD45.1+CD11c+ 
in SJL/J) and MCs (CD45.1+c-kit+FcεRI+) were sorted 
from same samples of ear skin cell suspension of SJL/JB6 
chimera mice 24  h after DNFB administration and un-
treated SJL/J mice. Spleen DCs as positive control for allo-
geneic T cell stimulation were isolated from C57BL/6 mice 
using CD11c microbeads (Miltenyi). 2 × 104 DCs or MCs 

were seeded to 96-well cell-culture plates in 50  µl com-
plete RPMI medium supplemented with 10% FCS and 1% 
penicillin/streptomycin. T cells were negatively enriched 
from spleens of untreated SJL/J mice using the pan T cell 
isolation kit (Miltenyi) and labeled with CFSE. Alloge-
neic T cell proliferation was verified by co-culturing 105 
CFSE-labeled T cells with preseeded DCs or MCs over 6 
d. Subsequently, CD3+CD4+ T cell proliferation was mea-
sured as CFSE dilution by flow cytometry and quantified as 
the fraction of proliferated CD4+ T cells bearing low CFSE 
staining and as mean fluorescence intensity. Cytokines were 
quantified in the co-culture supernatants using the bead 
based mouse essential Th1/Th2 cytokine 6-plex Procarta-
Plex panel (ThermoFisher).

t cell–induced skin inflammation
C57BL/6 WT donor mice were sensitized with DNFB 
(0.5%, 100 µl) on the shaved back, and preactivated T cells 
were isolated from inguinal LNs 6 d later using a pan T 
cell enrichment kit (Miltenyi). CD11c-Cre+ iDTR mice 
and Cre− littermates were treated with DNFB 0.2% on 
the ear skin (0.2%, 20  µl/ear) followed by DC depletion 
at 48 h after DNFB (group 1: CD11c-Cre−; and group 2: 
CD11c-Cre+ iDTR mice) or at 4 h and 48 h after DNFB 
(group 3: CD11c-Cre+ iDTR). Skin inflammation was in-
duced in CD11c-Cre iDTR recipient mice by i.d. injec-
tion of 1.25 × 106 preactivated T cells from sensitized WT 
mice into the ear 72  h after recipient mice DNFB treat-
ment and quantified by measuring the ear thickness at the 
indicated time points using a caliper (Mitutoyo) in relation 
to basal ear thickness.

Intravital 2-photon microscopy of mouse ear skin
Mice were prepared for intravital microscopy as previously 
described (Dudeck et al., 2011a). In brief, animals were 
subjected to intubation narcosis with a mixture of Isoflu-
ran (1.0%) and oxygen (99%) with a mechanical ventilator 
(Mini-Vent, Hugo-Sachs Elektronik). Two-photon intravi-
tal microscopy was performed with a Zeiss LSM780 NLO 
microscope with simultaneous detection via four external 
non-descanned detectors. Illumination was performed at 920 
nm with a Chameleon Vision II (Coherent, Inc.) laser (10–
12% laser power, at 1,400 mW maximum power) via a 20× 
water-dipping lens with 1.0 NA. GFP-expressing DCs were 
detected with a 525/50 bandpass filter (BP), tdRFP-express-
ing MCs with a 600/20 BP, and blood vessels by i.v. injection 
of 12.5 µl Qtracker 705 nontargeted Qdots (Invitrogen) in 
83 µl isotonic NaCl (BP 710/40). Collagen I structures were 
visualized by its SHG (<485 nm, BP 450/70). For visualiza-
tion, raw data were processed and reconstructed using Imaris 
(Bitplane) and represented as maximum intensity projection 
(MIP) or 3D-rendered z-stacks. Time-lapse series were re-
corded with a rate of 1 z-stack per minute, a pixel size of 0.24 
µm, and a z-spacing of 4 µm encompassing 84 µm in z and 
an area of 250 × 250 µm in xy.
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Image analysis
Randomly and blindly chosen image stacks were analyzed 
for the different experimental conditions: n = 102 (7 mice) 
before DNFB administration, n = 30 (5 mice) 8–12 h after 
DNFB, and n = 30 (3 mice) 24–28 h after DNFB application. 
For the dynamic characterization, n = 20 (7 mice) before 
DNFB, n = 28 (5 mice) at 8–12 h after DNFB, and n = 23 (3 
mice) 24–28 h after DNFB time-lapse series were analyzed. 
Image analysis used the following channels recorded for each 
image stack: (a) MC signal in red and referred to as red signal, 
(b) DC signal in green and referred to as green signal, and (c) 
SHG in gray and referred to as collagen signal. The custom-
ized high-throughput image analysis included preprocessing, 
segmentation, and quantitative analysis steps. The prepro-
cessing was performed in Fiji software (ImageJ version 1.49), 
whereas the segmentation and quantitative analysis were im-
plemented in Python programming language (version 2.7.3). 
The source code (ImageJ macros and Python scripts) with 
exact settings of each image analysis step is available upon 
request. Preprocessing of images included noise suppression 
with a median and a Gaussian filter, and contrast enhance-
ment by normalization to the 95th percentile. Furthermore, 
deconvolution of the MC and DC channel was performed to 
compensate for the point spread function of the microscope 
using the Iterative Deconvolve 3D plug-in (version 5.2.) in 
Fiji software (Dong et al., 2003).

The removal of autofluorescence artifacts was per-
formed in two steps. First, each two-dimensional (2D) 
layer was analyzed separately (Fig. S1, A and B), in order to 
eliminate prominent artifacts (e.g., large areas of corneo-
cytes) and thus reduce computational time needed for 3D 
labeling and analysis of objects. After that, each connected 
3D region was quantitatively characterized with respect to 
its size, shape, and intensity of different channels and then 
classified as an artifact or a MC (Fig. S1 C). Selection of 
parameters for the artifacts removal and the threshold val-
ues for these parameters was done based on distributions 
of corresponding parameters in all objects (Fig. S1 D). The 
watershed transformation for separation of touching MCs 
was performed on the preprocessed red (MC) channel; the 
seed points were identified as local maxima in the addi-
tionally smoothed image.

sensitivity and precision of image segmentation.  The sensi-
tivity S and precision P of the segmentation was evaluated 
using 15% of all static data stacks, where the number of false 
positives (FP) and false negatives (FN) was manually counted. 
The number of true positives (TP) was computed as the dif-
ference between the number of automatically detected cells 
and the number of FP. Sensitivity and precision of the seg-
mentation were computed as follows for all MCs, interacting 
MCs, and double-positive MCs:

  S =   TP ______ TP + FN  , 

 P =   TP ______ TP + FP  . 

Quantitative characterization of static data.  The quantitative 
analysis of static data involved, first, characterization of each 
individual MC, and then characterization of each image stack 
based on the data of individual MCs. Analysis of individual 
MCs included characterization of their size and morphology, 
the distance to DCs (to register interactions), and the green 
signal of MCs (to detect double-positive MCs). The size D 
was computed from the volume formula

  D = 2  
3
 √ 
____

   3 __ 4π   V  , 

where V is the volume of an object in µm3 (number of vox-
els multiplied by the voxel size). The shape was character-
ized by the eccentricity:

  E =   
Q95  (  d )   

 ______ Q5  (  d )     , 

where d is an array of distances from the object’s centroid 
to border points, and Q5 and Q95 are the 5th and 95th 
percentiles of d. The distance to DC was computed as the 
closest distance from the border of a MC to the nearest DC. 
A MC was considered to be interacting if this distance was 
equal to zero, i.e., if the masks of MC and DC were over-
lapping. The green signal of MCs was characterized by the 
median of the green-to-red signal ratio in the MC region 
that does not overlap with DCs. A MC was considered to 
be double-positive if this median was greater than 0.25. This 
threshold corresponds to the separating value in the bimodal 
distribution of the median red signal for all cells, with ordi-
nary MCs on the one hand and double-positive MCs and 
artifacts on the other hand (Fig. S1 D). The analysis of image 
stacks involved computing the fractions of interacting and 
double-positive MCs, which were assessed as the number 
of interacting/double-positive MCs in a stack divided by 
the total number of MCs.

Quantitative characterization of dynamic data.  To charac-
terize the dynamics of cell interactions, tracking of MCs 
from one time frame to another was needed. Because of 
the relatively slow migration of MCs compared with the 
time resolution between subsequent frames, this could be 
performed by means of the nearest neighbor tracking ap-
proach. We used the coordinates of the cells’ centroids, 
which were extracted during the quantitative characteriza-
tion of individual MCs. The analysis of time-lapse data 
aimed at characterizing the dynamics of interactions under 
different experimental conditions. Additionally, the dy-
namics of MC shape were analyzed. To characterize the 
dynamics of cellular shape (Fig. 3 D, a shape change char-
acteristic (dSn) was computed for each MC track n, as the 
median of a shape change dSn,t at individual time points t: 
dSn = Md(dSn,t), t ∈ [0;Tn], where Tn is the length of the 
n-th track, and Md( ) denotes the median value. The shape 
change at each time point t for the cell t was computed  
as follows:
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  d  S  n,t   =   
∑x,y,z    (   M  n.t   ⊕  M  n,t−1   )     _______________  
∑x,y,z    (   M  n.t   ∨  M  n,t−1   )   

  , 

where  ⊕  denotes the logical “exclusive or” operation and  
∨  denotes the logical “or” operation. The numerator of this 
expression corresponds to the difference between the masks 
Mn,t−1 and Mn,t at subsequent time points, and the denomi-
nator corresponds to the union of these masks, where Mn,t 
denotes the MC mask of track n at time t with Mn,t = 1 if the 
n-th MC is present and Mn,t = 0 otherwise.

Characterization of the dynamics of interactions in-
volved computing the dynamics of overlap between MC 
and DC, as well as several characteristics of cell contacts (Fig. 
S2). To characterize the overlap dynamics, an overlap change 
characteristic (dOn) was computed: the changes in the cells’ 
overlap (On,t) were analyzed over time analogously to the 
changes in shape Mn,t (Fig. S1 D). The characterization of 
cell contacts (Fig. S2 B) included computing the number of 
contacts (Nn) that each MC experiences during the whole 
time period Tn of its cell track, the mean duration of such 
contacts for each MC (   L ¯    n   ), the total time that each MC stays 
in contact with a DC (Ln), and the ratio of the time of contact 
to the whole tracking period (Rn).

statistical analysis
In imaging analysis, the statistical evaluation of differences 
between experimental groups was done using the Wilcoxon 
rank-sum test. To prevent an influence of a too large sample 
size on the outcome of the statistical tests in the compari-
son between individual MCs, a randomization scheme was 
implemented. This scheme involved random selection of 100 
cells in each of the experimental groups, testing them with 
the Wilcoxon rank-sum test, and repeating the procedure 10 
times such that no cell is analyzed more than once. The P 
values of the 10 rounds of tests were combined using Fish-
er’s method (Fisher, 1925). For statistical comparison of stack 
characteristics, an analogous procedure was performed to 
compensate for unequal sample sizes of the different exper-
imental conditions (102, 30, and 30 stacks were analyzed in 
each of the three experimental conditions, respectively). Here, 
three subsets, 30 stacks each, were randomly selected from the 
first group, and three independent statistical tests were per-
formed. In the second and the third groups, all 30 stacks were 
analyzed each time. The p-values of three rounds of tests were 
again combined using Fisher’s method (Fisher, 1925).

For non-imaging analysis, the statistical evaluation of 
differences between experimental groups was done using 
Student’s t test. P-values are designated as follows: *, P < 
0.05; **, P < 0.01; and ***, P < 0.001, except as otherwise 
noted in the figure legends.

online supplemental material
Fig. S1 shows the decision workflow for artifacts removal. Fig. 
S2 shows dynamic analysis of DC-to-MC interactions over 
time. Fig. S3 shows analysis of CD45.2 and H-2b MHC II 

expression by SJL/JB6 BM chimera DCs. Fig. S4 shows sorting 
of skin DCs and MCs from SJL/JB6 BM mice. Video 1 shows 
DC migrational arrest upon DNFB administration. Video 2 
shows time-lapse series in DCGFP/MCRFP mouse ear skin 
before DNFB treatment. Video 3 shows time-lapse series in 
DCGFP/MCRFP mouse ear skin 12 h after DNFB treatment. 
Video 4 shows time-lapse series in DCGFP/MCRFP mouse ear 
skin 24  h after DNFB treatment. Video  5 shows DC/MC 
single-pair time-lapse series in DCGFP/MCRFP mouse ear skin 
before DNFB treatment. Video 6 shows close-up time-lapse 
series in DCGFP/MCRFP mouse ear skin before DNFB treat-
ment. Video 7 shows DC/MC single-pair time-lapse series 
in DCGFP/MCRFP mouse ear skin 8 h after DNFB treatment. 
Video 8 shows close-up time-lapse series of DCGFP/MCRFP 
mouse ear skin 8  h after DNFB treatment. Video  9 shows 
DC/MC single-pair time-lapse series in DCGFP/MCRFP 
mouse ear skin 14 h after DNFB treatment. Video 10 shows 
close-up time-lapse series of DCGFP/MCRFP mouse ear skin 
14 h after DNFB treatment. Video 11 shows DC/MC sin-
gle-pair time-lapse series in DCGFP/MCRFP mouse ear skin 
24 h after DNFB treatment. Video 12 shows close-up time-
lapse series of DCGFP/MCRFP mouse ear skin 24  h after 
DNFB treatment. Video 13 shows single z-plane time-lapse 
series of a GFP+RFP+MC in contact with DCs in DCGFP/
MCRFP mouse ear skin 24 h after DNFB treatment, showing 
the intercellular transfer of GFP+ vesicles.
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